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Abstract

It has been shown that ultra-diffuse galaxies (UDGs) have higher specific frequencies of globular clusters, on
average, than other dwarf galaxies with similar luminosities. The UDG NGC 5846-UDG1 is among the most
extreme examples of globular cluster–rich galaxies found so far. Here we present new Hubble Space Telescope
observations and analysis of this galaxy and its globular cluster system. We find that NGC 5846-UDG1 hosts
54± 9 globular clusters, three to four times more than any previously known galaxy with a similar luminosity and
higher than reported in previous studies. With a galaxy luminosity of LV,gal≈ 6× 107 Le (Må≈ 1.2× 108Me) and
a total globular cluster luminosity of LV,GCs≈ 7.6× 106 Le, we find that the clusters currently comprise ∼13% of
the total light. Taking into account the effects of mass loss from clusters during their formation and throughout
their lifetime, we infer that most of the stars in the galaxy likely formed in globular clusters, and very little to no
“normal” low-density star formation occurred. This result implies that the most extreme conditions during early
galaxy formation promoted star formation in massive and dense clumps, in contrast to the dispersed star formation
observed in galaxies today.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Low surface brightness galaxies (940); Globular star clusters (656);
Galaxy formation (595); Star formation (1569); Hubble Space Telescope (761); HST photometry (756);
Observational astronomy (1145); Dwarf galaxies (416); Star clusters (1567)

1. Introduction

Star formation in the Milky Way typically proceeds in
molecular clouds with sizes of 10–100 pc, leading to loose
conglomerations of stars that slowly disperse within the Galaxy
(Kennicutt & Evans 2012). Star formation can also produce
compact, gravitationally bound systems (Krumholz et al.
2019), the most massive of which become long-lived globular
clusters (Kruijssen 2014). This mode of star formation is rare
because it requires extreme gas pressures, P/k> 106 K cm−3

(Elmegreen & Efremov 1997; Kruijssen 2015), causing
globular clusters to contain less than 0.5% of the stars in most
present-day galaxies (Forbes et al. 2018).

Nonetheless, the specific frequency (SN), the total number of
clusters per unit galaxy luminosity, can differ by a factor of
∼40–50 between individual galaxies, with the largest specific
frequencies observed at the very lowest or very highest
luminosities (Miller & Lotz 2007; Harris et al. 2013).

Alongside their extended sizes and low surface brightnesses,
some ultra-diffuse galaxies (UDGs; van Dokkum et al. 2015)
stand out by their elevated globular cluster abundances and the
high specific frequencies compared to other galaxies with the
same luminosities (Peng & Lim 2016; van Dokkum et al. 2017;
Lim et al. 2020 and references therein). One proposed
explanation is that UDGs formed at earlier times than typical
dwarf galaxies in higher surface density environments typical
of these epochs, giving rise to a larger fraction of their stellar
mass formed in gravitationally bound clusters (e.g., Carleton
et al. 2021; Trujillo-Gomez et al. 2021).
In particular, one such extremely globular cluster–rich UDG

is NGC 5846-UDG1. It was first cataloged in a photometric
survey targeting the area surrounding the NGC 5846 group
with the Canada–France–Hawaii Telescope (Mahdavi et al.
2005) and was recently reidentified in the VEGAS survey
(Forbes et al. 2019), showing a collection of globular clusters at
its center. Follow-up spectroscopic observations with the Very
Large Telescope multi-unit spectroscopic explorer confirmed
that at least 11 of the globular clusters are associated with NGC
5846-UDG1 based on their radial velocities (Müller et al.
2020). The ground-based images lack the resolution to resolve
the compact sources and therefore reliably determine the
actual size of NGC 5846-UDG1ʼs globular cluster population.
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Müller et al. (2021)13 used single-orbit Hubble Space
Telescope Advanced Camera for Surveys (HST/ACS) obser-
vations and identified 26± 6 globular clusters associated with
NGC 5846-UDG1.

In this Letter, we present an analysis of NGC 5846-UDG1
and its globular cluster system using new, deeper observations
with HST Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3). We find a larger
number of globular clusters than previous studies and that
cluster stars make up a remarkably high fraction of the total
number of stars in the galaxy. We model NGC 5846-UDG1ʼs
initial cluster mass function (ICMF) as a function of the birth
galactic environment and discuss the implications of our results
for different modes of star formation in the early universe.

2. Observations and Analysis

2.1. HST Imaging

NGC 5846-UDG1 was observed with WFC3/UVIS on
2020 December 27, in Cycle 28 (program GO-16284; PI:
Danieli). The program focused on characterizing the

numerous compact sources in the vicinity of NGC 5846-
UDG1 by obtaining deep images of the galaxy in two filters.
Two orbits were obtained with total exposure times of 2349
and 2360 s in F475W and F606W, respectively. As the aim
was to resolve individual globular clusters potentially
associated with NGC 5846-UDG1, the WFC3 was selected
to exploit its improved resolution (0 04 pixel−1) over the
ACS. The drizzled drc images produced by the STScI
standard pipeline were used in the analysis. The HST images
were primarily used for the identification and characterization
of the globular clusters in NGC 5846-UDG1. The data were
also used for isolating the low surface brightness component
of the galaxy in the Dark Energy Camera Legacy Survey
(DECaLS; Dey et al. 2019) for deriving NGC 5846-UDG1ʼs
structural parameters (see below).
A color image generated from the HST F606W and F475W

images is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 1. An abundant
population of bright globular clusters is resolved with the
HST/WFC3’s high resolution and can be seen clustered close
to the center of the galaxy. A diffuse distribution of field stars is
also detected. No other known galaxy has such a striking,
dominant globular cluster population.

Figure 1. Upper image: V-band image taken with the WFC3 UVIS channel. All sources are masked except for the smooth diffuse light component of NGC 5846-
UDG1 and its globular cluster candidates. About 13% of all stars reside in NGC 5846-UDG1ʼs globular clusters, and both components have similar spatial
distributions. Lower right image: F606W−F475W combined color image. Globular clusters brighter than MF606W = −7.6 mag have a median g − V color of F475W
−F606W = 0.4 mag and very little spread (σF475W−F606W = 0.03 mag), suggesting similar ages and chemical compositions.

13 Müller et al. (2021) referred to NGC 5846-UDG1 as MATLAS-2019.
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2.2. Identification of Globular Clusters

Identification of the globular clusters in NGC 5846-UDG1 is
based on their appearance in the two-orbit WFC3/UVIS
images. We also utilize the information of the 11 spectro-
scopically confirmed globular clusters as detailed below.

First, SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) is run on the
F606W and F475W drizzled images in dual-image mode, where
detection is done on the F606W images with a threshold of 6
connected pixels at a level of 2σ (DETECT_THRESH= 2σ and
DETECT_MINAREA= 6 pixels). This results in a 5σ threshold
for a group of 6 connected pixels to be detected as an object.
While this choice of SExtractor parameters was made to also
allow the detection of clusters fainter than the turnover
magnitude, it is still very conservative compared to past studies
that used similar detection techniques with detection thresholds
in the 2σ–3.5σ regime, compared to our 5σ threshold (e.g.,
Jordán et al. 2004; Beasley & Trujillo 2016).

The photometry is corrected for Galactic extinction (Schlafly
& Finkbeiner 2011). Total magnitudes were determined using
the “AUTO” fluxes from SExtractor corrected to an infinite
aperture using the up-to-date UVIS2 encircled energy correc-
tions.14 All magnitudes are given in the AB system. The
F475W−F606W color correction is negligible, and therefore
no correction was required for the wavelength dependence of
the point-spread function (PSF).

Similar to past studies (van Dokkum et al. 2018; Shen et al.
2021), globular cluster selection is done from the HST
photometry using a set of size and color criteria. The selection
is informed by the color and size distributions of the 11
spectroscopically confirmed globular clusters with (μ,
σ)F475W−F606W= (0.39, 0.03)mag and (μ, σ)FWHM= (2.9,
0.29) pixels. We apply varying color and size criteria for

different magnitude-selected sources to account for the
variation in the photometric uncertainties with magnitude.
Similar to van Dokkum et al. (2018) and Shen et al. (2021),

we create three size- and color-selected source catalogs as
demonstrated in Figure 2. We measure the half-light radius of
the galaxy (reff; see Section 3) and use the same selection
criteria when generating source catalogs for the galaxy (within
2× reff) and a background field (outside 3× reff). The back-
ground field is used for correcting for contaminating back-
ground and foreground sources. The first catalog includes
sources brighter than mF606W= 24.5 mag and within a narrow
color and size range of 0.2 mag< F475W− F606W< 0.6 mag
and 2.4 pixels< FWHM< 4.5 pixels, respectively (rightmost
dashed box). The same selection is made on sources that are
outside 3× reff for background subtraction. Using these
criteria, we find 20 sources within 2× reff and two sources
outside 3× reff. Accounting for the relative area differences
(Abg= 6.7× Agal), this first catalog has a background contam-
ination of 0.3 sources within 2× reff. We repeat the same
procedure for fainter sources using two more selection criteria.
For sources with 24.5 mag<mF606W< 25.0 mag, we allow a
wider color range criterion of 0.08 mag< F475W−
F606W< 0.8 mag and 2.1 pixels< FWHM< 4.5 pixels (mid-
dle dashed box). We identify 13 sources within 2× reff and 0.7
background contaminants. Finally, for sources with 25.0
mag<mF606W< 26.5 mag, we apply the same color cut of
0.08 mag< F475W− F606W< 0.8 mag and no size cut
(leftmost dashed box). The final selection adds a total of 43
sources inside 2× reff and 24.5 background contaminants. The
left panel of Figure 2 shows all sources within 2× reff from the
center of the galaxy, with circle sizes proportional to their
FWHM sizes measured with SExtractor. Open circles represent
sources that were not selected, and filled circles are sources that
meet both the color and size criteria for their F606W
magnitude. The right panel shows the same selection applied
to an example background field. The contamination for the

Figure 2. Photometric selection criteria for globular clusters in NGC 5846-UDG1. Left panel: all sources within 2 × reff in the color–magnitude plane. All sources
have sizes proportional to their FWHM sizes measured in pixels. Sources that met the selection criteria are shown by filled circles, and open circles are sources that
were not selected. The three dashed boxes show the different color criteria as a function of the F606W magnitude. Right panel: same as the left panel for a background
field with a similar area. There is only one contaminating source (filled circle) with mF606W < 25.0 mag. For fainter sources (mF606W > 25.0 mag), the number of
contaminating objects increases, and these are accounted for in the calculation of the total globular cluster number.

14 https://www.stsci.edu/hst/instrumentation/wfc3/data-analysis/
photometric-calibration/uvis-encircled-energy
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bright source catalog is very low, with essentially no
contaminating sources below mF606W< 24.5 mag.

In total, we find a background-corrected number of 50.4
globular clusters within 2× reff. Assuming a Sérsic distribution
of the globular clusters with the same Sérsic index for the
smooth light component (n= 0.61; see Section 3) and half-light
radius, we estimate that three more globular clusters should
reside outside 2× reff. We also correct for sources fainter than
26.5 mag, assuming a Gaussian distribution and adopting the
best-fit mean and scatter of μ= 24.7 and σ= 1.1 mag (see
Section 4). Together, we obtain 53.9± 8.9 globular clusters
associated with NGC 5846-UDG1. The uncertainty in the total
globular cluster count is dominated by the number of
background sources at the faint end of the luminosity function
and reflects Poisson errors in the observed counts (galaxy
−background). Brighter than mV∼ 24.5 mag, just fainter than
the turnover magnitude, the background contamination is
extremely small (as demonstrated in Figure 2), resulting in
small error bars on the number counts of the clusters in these
bins. Fainter than ∼24.5 mag, the uncertainty increases due to
the increasing background contamination levels. We note that
objects identified using our selection (50.4) make up 93.5% of
the estimated total globular cluster count in NGC 5846-UDG1.
Thus, work such as Saifollahi et al. (2021), claiming that
corrections may bias the estimated globular cluster numbers, is
not applicable in the case of NGC 5846-UDG1, which resides
at a much closer distance, where the correction is at the ∼5%–

10% level.
A lower globular cluster count in NGC 5846-UDG1 was

previously determined using ground-based data (∼45, no error
bars provided; Forbes et al. 2021) and also using slightly
shallower, single-orbit HST/ACS data (Müller et al. 2021).
Müller et al. (2021) reported 26± 6 globular clusters,
compared to 54± 9 found here. We suspect that the difference
in depth (two versus one orbit) and sampling (0 04 pixel−1

with WFC3 compared to 0 05 pixel−1 with ACS) between the
data sets may be indirectly responsible for the difference.
With the information provided in Müller et al. (2021), we
were not able to perform a direct comparison with our
analysis. The SExtractor parameter choices in Müller et al.
(2021; DETECT_THRESH= 2σ and DETECT_MINAREA=
6 pixels) result in a 6.7σ detection threshold criterion. We
repeat our analysis with these SExtractor parameters and find
that it results in a decrease of 10 sources (from 50.3 to 40.1
clusters within 2Reff,å, corrected for interlopers); all are fainter
than 25 mag, below the turnover magnitude. This quite
restrictive criterion (6.7σ) used in Müller et al. (2021) likely
excludes the smallest and faintest sources from their analysis.
As shown below, this decrease in the background-corrected
number of faint objects has no effect on our conclusions.

3. Structural and Physical Parameters

NGC 5846-UDG1 is located in the NGC 5846 galaxy group
at a projected distance of 21′ from NGC 5846 itself. It has a
radial velocity of 2167± 2 km s−1 (Forbes et al. 2021),
consistent with it being a member of the group, which has a
mean velocity of 1828 km s−1 and a velocity dispersion of
∼295 km s−1 (Müller et al. 2020). We use the i-band image
from the Hyper Suprime-Cam Subaru Strategic Program PDR2
(Aihara et al. 2019) to measure the surface brightness
fluctuation (SBF) distance to NGC 5846-UDG1. The SBF
signal is measured using techniques developed for dwarf

galaxies, with a calibration of = - M 1.29 0.22 magi based
on the color of NGC 5846-UDG1, as described in Carlsten
et al. (2019) and Greco et al. (2021). We measure an SBF
magnitude of = M 30.3 0.5 magi

UDG1 , which places NGC
5846-UDG1 at D∼ 21± 5Mpc. This is consistent with the
distance to the NGC 5846 group of 26.5± 0.8 Mpc reported in
Kourkchi & Tully (2017) based on the weighted average
distance of any members available in the Cosmicflows-3
distance catalog (Tully et al. 2016). We adopt D= 26.5 Mpc as
the distance to NGC 5846-UDG1 due to the low signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N) achieved using the SBF technique, which places it
at a projected distance of 162 kpc from NGC 5846. We note
that the main result of the paper, namely, the globular cluster–
to–field stars fraction, as shown below, is very insensitive to
the exact distance to NGC 5846-UDG1.
Using HST and DECaLS data in tandem, we characterize the

galaxy’s physical and structural properties. The size, luminos-
ity, surface brightness, and stellar mass of NGC 5846-UDG1
were derived using the DECaLS images. Attempts were made
to use the HST images for this purpose, but the galaxy’s surface
brightness is too low for reliably fitting it with a model image.
Instead, we utilized the HST images in a different way. We
used the multi-resolution filtering (MRF) software (van
Dokkum et al. 2020) to remove all compact sources from the
DECaLS images and isolate the diffuse component of NGC
5846-UDG1. Briefly, SExtractor was run on the high-
resolution HST images, and the resulting segmentation map
was converted to a mask and multiplied by the image to create
a flux model of all detected sources. Low surface brightness
objects and saturated stars were removed from this model. The
model was then convolved with a kernel to match the DECaLS
PSF and subtracted. The original r-band DECaLS and final
residual image binned 2× 2, conserving only the low surface
brightness component, are shown in the left two panels of
Figure 3.
Next, we parameterized the galaxy’s structure by fitting a

two-dimensional Sérsic model to the smooth light component
in the DECaLS g- and r-band images. We used the pymfit15

code, a python wrapper of imfit (Erwin 2015), on the MRFed;
masked; and binned (2× 2) DECaLS images. First, imfit was
run on the r-band MRFed image to determine the structural
parameters of the galaxy and its brightness. Then, the g-band
MRFed image was fitted while allowing only the amplitude to
change. To estimate the galaxy fit uncertainties, we injected the
best-fit imfit model into different areas in the MRFed and
binned g and r images, and then we fitted the injected models in
the same way we fitted the galaxy. We adopt the rms variation
in the fitted parameters as the uncertainty for each parameter.
The final model and residual r-band image are shown in the
right two panels of Figure 3.
The best-fit model has a Sérsic index of n= 0.6, axis

ratio b/a= 1.0, and a central surface brightness of
m = -25.4 mag arcsecg,0

2 . It has a half-light radius of
reff= 15 6, corresponding to reff= 1.9 kpc at 26.5Mpc. We
transform the g- and r-band measured quantities into V-band
magnitude and luminosity.16 Its total V-band absolute
magnitude is MV=−14.6 mag, and its luminosity is
LV= 5.9× 107 Le. With a mass-to-light ratio M/LV= 2.0,

15 https://github.com/johnnygreco/pymfit
16 http://www.sdss3.org/dr8/algorithms/sdssUBVRITransform.
php#Lupton2005
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based on [Fe/H]=−1.33 and age= 11.2 Gyr from Müller
et al. (2020), we obtain a stellar mass of Må≈ 1.2× 108Me.

4. Fraction of Stars in Globular Clusters

In the left panel of Figure 4, we show the globular cluster
luminosity function and a best-fit Gaussian function. Assuming
a distance of 26.5 Mpc, it peaks at MV=−7.5 mag with a
width of σ= 1.1 mag, consistent with canonical values for
globular cluster systems in most other galaxies (Rejkuba 2012).

We calculate the fraction of light in globular clusters relative
to the total light of the galaxy. The total flux in globular clusters
was obtained by integrating the F606W and F475W histograms
(scaled to account for the background subtraction). We
calculate the 1σ and 3σ uncertainties of the integrated globular
cluster magnitude by generating 100,000 realizations of the
histograms and calculating the 1σ (16%, 84%) and 3σ (0.15%,
99.8%) intervals of the total magnitude distribution. Each

histogram is created by perturbing the measured histogram
values according to the error bars in each bin for magnitude
bins fainter than M=−7.5 mag. The total light in the identified
globular clusters is dominated by the most massive clusters and
is therefore insensitive to the completeness limits.
We find that the fraction of light in globular clusters is

unusually high given the galaxy total absolute magnitude, with
MV,GCs=−12.5± 0.05 mag. This implies that 12.9%± 0.6%
of the stars (measured in the V band) currently reside in the
globular clusters, a fraction that is about 100× greater than that
for the Milky Way (Harris et al. 2013). We note that the MV/LV
measured by Müller et al. (2020) for the field stars
(  -

+ M L2.0 0.1
0.3 ) and globular clusters (  -

+ M L1.6 0.1
0.3 ) thusing

their stacked spectra are consistent within the errors. This is
also true for the MV/LV measured for individual clusters
(though with a significantly lower S/N). If we adopt

 -
+ M L2.0 0.1

0.3 for the field stars and  -
+ M L1.6 0.1

0.3 for the
globular clusters, we get that 10.3% of the stars are in globular

Figure 3. First panel (from left to right): 47″ × 47″ DECaLS r-band cutout centered on NGC 5846-UDG1. Second panel: same cutout after MRF. High surface
brightness and compact sources were subtracted and masked. Third panel: two-dimensional Sérsic best-fit model obtained using the pymfit code. The best-fit model
parameters are shown in the blue text. Fourth panel: residual image after subtracting the galaxy model.

Figure 4. Left panel: background-subtracted globular cluster luminosity function of NGC 5846-UDG1 in absolute magnitude (gray histogram) and its best-fit
Gaussian luminosity function (red curve). Right panel: absolute magnitude in globular clusters vs. total magnitude of the host galaxy. Diagonal lines show constant
globular cluster–to–field star light fractions ranging from 0.1% to 13%. Shown by a red star, NGC 5846-UDG1 has the highest fraction of stars in globular clusters
known to date (12.9% ± 0.6%). This is measured with high certainty, demonstrated with the small error bar (0.05 mag) on top of the star. Some Coma UDGs (open
circles) are excellent candidates for sharing a similar high fraction of stars in globular clusters, but these are four times farther away and thus 16 times fainter and have
commensurately larger error bars.
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clusters. Lastly, adopting the Müller et al. (2021) 6.7σ
SExtractor object detection threshold (instead of our 5σ
threshold; see Section 2.2), the globular cluster–to–field star
ratio changes from 12.9% to 12.1%, which has no effect on our
conclusions, as discussed below.

5. Discussion

5.1. Modeling of the Cluster–to–Field Star Mass Ratio

NGC 5846-UDG1 is the first known galaxy with a present-
day globular cluster–to–field star mass ratio that is �10% with
>90% confidence. Fractions that are this high have important
implications for formation models of the galaxy while
providing new constraints on globular cluster mass loss. On
long-enough timescales, clusters across all masses evolve
dynamically, including the complete dissolution of low-mass
clusters. These processes include tidal shocks through interac-
tions with the substructure of the dense interstellar medium and
evaporation as a result of two-body relaxation (Krause et al.
2020). Taking into account the complete destruction of low-
mass coeval proto–globular clusters, as well as mass loss from
the surviving clusters, it is thought that the cluster population
initially contained up to a factor of a few more stars than are
observed after ∼10 Gyr. That is, globular cluster systems could
lose up to ∼80%–90% of their stars over their lifetime (Larsen
et al. 2012; Kruijssen 2015; Reina-Campos et al. 2018). With a
measured fraction of 12.9%± 0.6%, NGC 5846-UDG1 could
have started with a globular cluster–to–field star mass fraction
approaching 100%. Below, we quantify this result using the
specific properties of NGC 5846-UDG1.

We apply an analytical physical model to the present-day
globular cluster mass function (GCMF). The model, described
in Trujillo-Gomez et al. (2019), infers the environmental
conditions within the progenitor galaxy and the cluster
formation efficiency (CFE, the fraction of star formation
occurring in gravitationally bound clusters; Kruijssen 2012) at
the time of formation. In particular, the model relates the
properties of the host galaxy disk at the time of formation (its
gas surface density, rotational angular velocity, and Toomre Q
stability parameter) to the minimum and maximum cluster
masses (Reina-Campos & Kruijssen 2017; Trujillo-Gomez
et al. 2019) of the ICMF, as well as the CFE. Together with the
assumption of a power-law slope of −2 between the minimum
and maximum exponential truncation masses, these quantities
completely determine the double-Schechter ICMF (Trujillo-
Gomez et al. 2019; Adamo et al. 2020). We assume
M/LV≈ 2.0 and correct for the fractional mass loss due to
stellar evolution of f= 0.35 for the field stars and f= 0.40 for
the globular clusters to also account for mass segregation
(Lamers et al. 2010). This model accurately reproduces the
demographics of young and old cluster populations in the local
universe (Pfeffer et al. 2019; Trujillo-Gomez et al. 2019).
The left panel of Figure 5 shows the ICMF for the two end-

cases for the inferred fraction of the total stars formed in bound
clusters. The black solid curve shows the minimum CFE case,
where only the stars currently observed in clusters were born in
gravitationally bound clusters, and the ICMF is simply the
present-day GCMF corrected for mass loss due to stellar
evolution (i.e., with no dynamical mass loss). The gray dashed
curve shows the maximum CFE case, where all of the stars in

Figure 5. The ICMF models constrain the origin of NGC 5846-UDG1ʼs globular cluster system. Left panel: constraints on the ICMF of NGC 5846-UDG1, based on
its present-day observed globular clusters and total stellar mass. The observed GCMF, corrected for mass loss due to stellar evolution, is shown by the black
histogram. The fiducial model, constrained by the environmental dependence of the fraction of star formation in bound clusters (i.e., the CFE; Kruijssen 2012), is
shown as the shaded purple band for a range of Toomre Q disk stability parameters (0.5 � Q � 3.0), where the purple dotted–dashed curve corresponds to Q = 0.5.
For reference, the black solid and dashed gray curves show the minimum and maximum CFE models, respectively. The minimum CFE model assumes that the
present-day globular clusters were the only clusters that formed, whereas the maximum CFE model assumes that all stars in the galaxy came from disrupted low-mass
clusters. The mass functions are weighted by mass, so that the area under each curve is directly proportional to the mass in clusters. Right panel: cumulative fraction of
galaxy mass in clusters at the time of formation for NGC 5846-UDG1 in comparison to the Milky Way. For NGC 5846-UDG1, the purple dotted–dashed curve shows
the fiducial model (constrained by the CFE), and the black solid curve shows the present-day observed fraction. The orange dashed curve assumes no mass loss or
cluster disruption for the Milky Way globular clusters, correcting only for mass loss due to stellar evolution. The fraction of galaxy mass in clusters in NGC 5846-
UDG1 is 2–3 orders of magnitude higher than in the Milky Way, irrespective of the adopted CFE model.
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the galaxy were born in bound clusters and assuming that the
integrated ICMF mass cannot exceed the total stellar mass of
the galaxy. These two cases bracket the range of possibilities.

To obtain a self-consistent solution for the ICMF and star-
forming environment of the galaxy, we then apply the ICMF
and the CFE models (Trujillo-Gomez et al. 2019 and
Kruijssen 2012, respectively) to the GCMF of NGC 5846-
UDG1. The modeling procedure is thoroughly described in
Trujillo-Gomez et al. (2019); here we summarize it briefly.

1. The present-day GCMF is fitted with a power law with a
double exponential truncation at the minimum and
maximum cluster masses, determining Mmax and the
largest possible value of Mmin.

2. The total mass formed in clusters can be calculated in
two ways.
(a) Using the product of the CFE and the galaxy stellar

mass. This value depends on gas surface density,
angular speed, and Q.

(b) Integrating the total mass under the ICMF. This value
depends on the same variables as the CFE.

Assuming that we know Mmax (from step 1), we search the
parameter space of ΣISM, Ω, and Mmin for solutions to the
following equation (from Trujillo-Gomez et al. 2019), which
relate (a) and (b):



ò
G S W =

¥

Q
M M M MdM
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0 min max
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This determines Mmin and the interstellar medium (ISM)
conditions that produced the globular clusters.

The purple band shows the self-consistent fiducial “con-
strained CFE” model, which uses this additional requirement
that the predicted set of environmental properties simulta-
neously reproduces the observed minimum and maximum
masses, and the predicted fraction of star formation in bound
clusters. The fiducial model is shown for a disk stability range
of 0.5�Q� 3.0, where the purple dotted–dashed curve
corresponds to Q= 0.5. We note that the fiducial constrained
CFE model is the only physical solution for the ISM conditions
and the CFE. We refer the reader to Trujillo-Gomez et al.
(2019) for a detailed description of the model.

Adopting a Toomre Q disk stability value of Q= 0.5, which
reflects the typical values observed in high-redshift galaxies
(Genzel et al. 2014), the physical solution, namely, the
constrained CFE model, yields a minimum cluster mass of

= ´M M4.9 10min
2 and a bound fraction of 65%± 2%. This

implies that to satisfy the ISM conditions required to produce the
observed GCMF (gas surface density ΣISM= 4.2± 0.6× 102

Me pc−2 and shear W = -
+ -0.24 Myr0.10

0.18 1), a very large fraction
of the total mass of NGC 5846-UDG1 had to form in bound
clusters. We therefore infer that it is likely that most of the star
formation in NGC 5846-UDG1 happened in extremely dense
cluster-forming gas clumps (in order to produce clusters that
remain bound after losing their gas), with unusually little low-
density (i.e., unbound) star formation occurring.17

The right panel of Figure 5 shows the cumulative fraction of
galaxy mass in clusters at formation for NGC 5846-UDG1 in
comparison to the Milky Way (orange dashed curve), assuming
no cluster mass loss or disruption for the Milky Way (i.e., the

minimum CFE case); M/LV= 2.0 is assumed for the Milky
Way globular clusters (Harris 1996) and a stellar mass of

 = ´M M5 10MW 10 (Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard 2016). The
black solid curve is the minimum CFE case for NGC 5846-
UDG1, while the purple dotted–dashed curve shows the
fiducial model. There is a 2–3 orders of magnitude difference
between NGC 5846-UDG1 and the Milky Way, further
demonstrating the extraordinary conditions that led to the
formation of NGC 5846-UDG1. While formation in massive,
gravitationally bound clusters made only minor contributions to
the total Milky Way mass, star formation in dense clumps is the
dominant formation channel in NGC 5846-UDG1.

5.2. Tests of the Model

How can this scenario be further tested observationally? If
indeed a large fraction of the field stars came from dissolved
clusters, then the expectation is that both the stellar populations
(particularly the ages) and the spatial distribution of the field
stars and globular clusters are similar. In other galaxies, this is
typically not the case, with globular clusters, on average, being
more metal-poor and older than field stars, and their spatial
distribution is more extended, with Reff,GC≈ 1.5–2Reff,å (Kartha
et al. 2014; van Dokkum et al. 2017; Lim et al. 2018). Recent
spectroscopic data have shown that the globular clusters and
field stars of NGC 5846-UDG1 have consistent ages (with

= -
+age 11.2 Gyr0.8

1.8 for the field stars and = -
+age 9.1 Gyr0.8

3.0 for
the globular clusters) and metallicities ( = - -

+Fe H 1.33 0.01
0.19[ ] for

the field stars and = - -
+Fe H 1.44 0.07

0.10[ ] for the globular clusters;
Müller et al. 2020). We measure the half-number radius of the
globular clusters by selecting all sources from the entire HST
image that have V-band magnitudes brighter than 25mag (fainter
than the expected canonical peak at 24.6mag), are relatively
compact (2.2 pixels< FWHM< 5.0 pixels), and have g− V
colors between 0.2 and 0.6 mag. We identify 34 globular clusters
in the sample, of which 31 are located very close to the galaxy.
With this low-contamination sample (Ncontamination= 0.15 clus-
ters), we find Reff,GC= 12 6± 1 8, consistent with the field star
half-light radius of Reff= 15 6± 0 8. The similar (and possibly
more concentrated) distribution of globular clusters compared to
the smooth stellar distribution, as well as the similar ages and
chemical compositions, supports a common origin of the stars in
globular clusters and field stars. Future studies may be able to
refine the age estimates of the clusters and the diffuse light.

5.3. NGC 5846-UDG1 in Context

It is likely that NGC 5846-UDG1 is not alone. Globular
cluster–rich UDGs have been identified and studied in various
cosmic environments (Beasley & Trujillo 2016; van Dokkum
et al. 2017; Forbes et al. 2020; Somalwar et al. 2020). In fact,
the large population of globular clusters in such low-luminosity
and diffuse systems has been one of the properties that make
the formation of UDGs stand out as perplexing in the context of
modern physical models of galaxy formation. We put NGC
5846-UDG1 in context with other globular cluster–rich
galaxies with absolute magnitudes ranging between MV=
−12 and −18 mag. In the right panel of Figure 4, we show the
total V-band absolute magnitude of galaxies as a function of the
total absolute magnitude of globular clusters in these galaxies.
NGC 5846-UDG1 has a larger confirmed fraction of luminosity
in its globular cluster system than any of the other galaxies.
Interestingly, some UDGs in the Coma cluster might possess

17 The model assumes that the majority of field stars and clusters formed
during the same star formation episode.
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similar extreme fractions of stars in their present-day globular
cluster systems. However, the Coma cluster is located ∼four
times farther than NGC 5846-UDG1; correspondingly, the
uncertainties on the estimates of potentially associated globular
clusters are much larger. These uncertainties are dominated by
the high contamination from background and foreground
objects at fainter magnitudes and the fact that their globular
clusters are unresolved with HST at 100Mpc. Nevertheless,
these Coma galaxies suggest that clump-only star formation in
galaxies may be quite common.

What conditions and processes might have promoted star
formation predominantly in dense gas clumps, leading to the
formation of a galaxy such as NGC 5846-UDG1? The ICMF
model applied to NGC 5846-UDG1 predicts high gas surface
densities (ΣISM= 4.2± 0.6× 102 Me pc−2) at the time of
formation. A recent model that connects the evolution of
galaxies with their dark matter halos and globular cluster
populations predicts that high globular cluster mass fractions
arise naturally in early-collapsing dark matter halos due to their
elevated gas surface densities at high redshift (Trujillo-Gomez
et al. 2021). Such conditions give rise to massive cluster
formation with a high CFE, resulting in an elevated number of
globular clusters relative to the galaxy stellar mass. The model
then predicts that the high clustering of the supernova feedback
sources within the clusters could significantly increase the mass
loading of gas outflows, which would lead to significant
expansion of the stars and dark matter compared to galaxies
with typical halo collapse times and globular cluster popula-
tions. For NGC 5846-UDG1, such a short-lived and efficient
burst of star formation at high redshift may have also expelled
the remaining gas, limiting star formation to this single event.
The early-collapse UDG formation model predicts a correlation
between the offset from the mean stellar mass–halo mass
relation and the number of formed GCs. Precise constraints on
the dark matter halo mass of NGC 5846-UDG1 could therefore
be used to test this scenario. NGC 5846-UDG1 may be a case
where star formation began like in many other galaxies but then
failed to form stars in a low-density mode at later epochs.
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